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Abstract. The aim of this study is to analyze the mathematical resilience of high school
students. The instrument used The Norm Reference Value (NRV), which consisted of 42 items.
This Resilience Test consist of 6 indicators, that is: 1) Diligent, confident, working hard and
not easily giving up on problems, failures and uncertainties; 2) Desire to socialize, easily
provide assistance, discuss with peers, and adapt to their environment; 3) Bring up new ideas/
ways and find creative solutions to challenges; 4) Using experience of failure to build self
motivation and self control; 5) Showing curiosity, reflecting, researching, utilizing various
sources; 6) Having language skills, controlling themselves and being aware of their feelings.
The resilience analysis based on a comparison of the average value of each indicator with a
reference value that has been determined in NRV. The results showed that all indicators were
in medium category.

1. Introduction
In the learning process, when students have difficulties in solving mathematical problems, they feel
anxious and not confident [1]. If students have high math anxiety, students will avoid mathematics
which will result in decreased learning achievement [2]. While students who have lower math anxiety,
he will be more eager to learn mathematics, more persistent and work hard in facing obstacles, and set
higher goals [3]. Durability to strive, never give up in facing difficult situations is known as resilience.
Resilience according to various experts is the ability to compose oneself in problematic situations
[4], the ability to deal with disasters and overcome difficulties [5], the process develops the capacity to
endure physical, social and emotional challenges [6], the ability to solving problems in daily life [7],
and the ability to respond positively in the face of difficulties [8]. Resilience is one of the affective
aspects that students must have. The importance of this affective aspect can be seen by the rapidly
increasing research on affective abilities in the field of education [9] [10].
Someone who has good resilience is someone who has a strong personality[11], have high self
esteem and realize their potential [12]. A resilient is not only able to survive but also develop. They
will develop ways to transform stressful situations into an opportunity to develop themselves so that
they will eventually be better than before [13] and allow them to be winners in facing difficult
situations [14].
In relation to mathematics, Johnston-Wilder, S. & Lee, C. [15] argues that mathematical resilience
is an important concept in education, because there are still many students experiencing difficulties
and failures in learning mathematics. Students who have mathematical resilience have the ability to
grow their confidence. They assume that mathematics is not an obstacle, even when the student
himself has difficulty, he will maintain his confidence until it ends in success. He will not hesitate to
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help his friends or groups based on his knowledge and can use his help and support if needed.
Meanwhile, Kooken, J. Welsh, ME, Mccoach, DB, Johnson-Wilder, S and Lee [16] conceptualized
mathematical resilience as a positive attitude towards mathematics that gave students the opportunity
to continue learning mathematics even though facing difficulties.
In the preliminary study found that students mathematical resilience was generally low, most
students still could not control themselves in facing difficulties encountered when learning
mathematics [17]. When faced with mathematical problems, some students feel embarrassed to ask
friends and are not confident to answer questions from the teacher. The role of teachers in schools is
very necessary in building student resilience [18]. Teachers are expected to be able to do: 1) provide
caring and support, 2) set and communicate high expectations, and 3) provide opportunities for
meaningful participation. A teacher must have effective communication skills, so students can explore
and develop their potential. Based on the explanation above, this study aims to obtain an overview of
the mathematical resilience of high school students through The Norm Reference Value (NRV).
2. Method
This research is a descriptive study that involving one variable, namely resilience. The sample subjects
in this study were 40 students in one of Senior High Schools in Cimahi City, West Java, Indonesia,
which were selected by purposive sampling. Analysis of resilience is calculated based on the
comparison of the average value of each indicator of resilience with the reference value specified in
NRV [19].
Resilience instruments consist of 6 indicators that have been modified [20]. The following is the
presentation of the six indicators of resilience:
a) Diligence, confidence, hard work and not giving up easily face problems, failures and
uncertainties.
A person who has good resilience has positive thoughts in him. They are sure that all problems
can be addressed properly. The attitude of not giving up easily and working hard in facing
problems makes them become winners in all situations.
b) Desire to socialize, easily provide assistance, discuss with friends of the same age, and adapt to
their environment
Friends and the environment are influential things in socializing. Socialization is a learning
process experienced by someone to gain knowledge about values and norms so that he can
participate in his environment. The process is a natural process carried out by everyone as a social
creature.
c) Bring up new ideas / ways and find creative solutions to challenges.
The idea is how one can come up with new ideas / ways for certain purposes that are obtained
from the process of searching for, analyzing or getting away from an event that creates a desire to
"process and shape" different images and produce a new thought. The creative idea is how to
think of something new that is believed to be unthinkable by others.
d) Using experience of failure to build self motivation and self control.
No matter how well the plan has been prepared, there are only problems that will be faced, even
some people will experience failure in dealing with it. A resilient, he will reconstruct the
experience of failure and make it a valuable experience as self-motivation to achieve success.
e) Showing curiosity, reflecting, researching, utilizing various sources.
Someone who has great curiosity, he will continue to find out what he doesn't know until he gets
a lot of new information or knowledge.
f) Having language skills, controlling themselves and being aware of their feelings.
A person who can control himself well, he can still be calm even in a stressful situation. This
attitude is very important in establishing relationships with friends and the environment.
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Table 1. The Distribution of Item based on Each Indicators
Indicator

Favorable

Unfavorable

Diligent attitude, sure, work hard and not
easily give up facing problems, failures and
uncertainties

1,3,4,5,8,10

2,6,7,9

Desire to socialize, easily to help, discuss with
peers, and adapt to their environment.

11,13,15

12.14

Bring up new ideas / ways and find creative
solutions to challenges

17,18,21

16,19,20,22

Using experience a failure to establish selfmotivation and self-control

23,25,26,28

24,27,29

Show curiosity, reflect, research, utilize
various sources

30,32,33,36

31,34,35,37

Have the ability to speak, self-control and
aware of the feelings

39.41

38,40,42

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Result
The results of data analysis using descriptive analysis techniques assisted by SPSS Version 24. Which
can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive Statistic of Mathematical Resilience
Indicators
1

2

3

4

5

6

Valid N

40

40

40

40

40

40

Missing

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mean

4,20

4,17

3,36

2,98

2,85

2,82

Std. Dev

0,56

0,54

0,57

0,38

0,27

0,40

Minimum

2,40

3

2

2,14

2

2

Maximum

5

5

4,50

3,71

3,25

3,40

The mean value of each resilience indicator above will be interpreted based on the NRV. The score
categories each indicator and the percentage of resilience of each indicator can be seen in Table 3 and
Table 4, while the results of the resilience diagram based on the indicators and the percentage of
mathematical resilience can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Table 3. Categories of Item Resilience Scores per indicator
The Norm Reference Values
Category

Indicator 1

Indicator 2

Indicator 3

Indicator 4

Very High

X > 5,04

X > 4,98

X > 4,21

High

4,48 < X ≤ 5,04

4,44 < X ≤ 4,98

3,64 < X ≤ 4,21

Medium

3,92 < X ≤ 4,48

3,90 < X ≤ 4,44

Low

3,36 < X ≤ 3,92

Very Low

X ≤ 3,36

Indikacor 5

Indikacor 6

X > 3,55

X > 3,25

X > 3,42

3,17 < X ≤ 3,55

2,98 < X ≤ 3,25

3,02 < X ≤ 3,42

3,08 < X ≤ 3,64

2,79 < X ≤ 3,17

2,72 < X ≤ 2,98

2,62 < X ≤ 3,02

3,36 < X ≤ 3,90

2,51 < X ≤ 3,08

2,41 < X ≤ 2,79

2,45 < X ≤ 2,72

2,25 < X ≤ 2,62

X ≤ 3,36

X ≤ 2,51

X ≤ 2,41

X ≤ 2,45

X ≤ 2,25
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Figure 1. Chart of Mathematical Resilience based on NRV of Each Indicator
Figure 1 shows that comparison of the results of the average value obtained with the norm
reference value resilience of all indicators of resilience is included in the MEDIUM category. This
shows that students are quite capable of controlling themselves in overcoming difficulties when
solving mathematical problems. Similarly, self-confidence students towards their abilities and
potential to achieve success have begun to develop.
Table 4. Percentage of Student based on Categories
Category
Very high
High
Medium
Low
Very low

Indicator 1
5
80
2.5
12.5

Indicator 2
12.5
20
45
22.5

Percentage of Student
(%)
Indicator 3
Indicator 4
12.5
7.5
32.5
35
45
40
10
17.5

Indicator 5
2.5
40
37.5
20

Indicator 6
2.5
42.5
37.5
17.5

Figure 2. Presentage of Student Mathematical Resilience by Category
Based on the results of the calculations listed in Table 3 show that in indicator 1 the percentage of
students is 80%, indicator 5 is 40 & and indicator 6 is 42.5%, including in the MEDIUM category.
There are 2 indicators of 45%, indicator 3 by 45% and indicator 4 by 40%, including in the LOW
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category. Figure 2 shows that most (42%) students have moderate resilience. As many as 34% have
relatively LOW resilience category, 17% belong to the VERY LOW category and 7% belong to the
category with HIGH resilience.
3.2. Discussion
Diligent, confident, hard working and not easily giving up on problems, failure and uncertainty
(indicator 1) are basically closely related to the ability to use experience of failure to build self
motivation and self control (indicator 4). Students who have an attitude according to indicator 1 tend
to use their experience of failure to work hard and not easily give up to achieve success. However, the
findings indicate the ability to use experience failure to build self-motivation and self-control included
in indicators that are difficult for students to develop.
There are various techniques for developing the ability to use experience of failure to build self
motivation and self control, but the most effective strategy is to change the way of thinking or belief
when someone experiences a bad event that creates strong negative feelings. Students who know their
potential are able to solve a problem without feeling burdened even in difficult and stressful situations.
Students who have the ability to know their strength and not depend on others, he is able to solve
problems and control the stress that occurs on him so as not to cause excessive reactions [21]. The
ability of students to develop resilience is one form of internal coping that students do to overcome
feelings of presure or stress when facing difficult situations [22].
A student who follows an organization in a school has a higher ability of resilience than students
who do not participate in organizational activities. One of the benefits of the organization is improving
language skills, independence, socializing and adapting to the environment. A person's resilience can
be influenced by the interaction of individuals with their environment. Students who have high
resilience will feel comfortable, confident and respect their abilities without being dependent on others
in solving a problem [5].
4. Conclusion
The results of the analysis obtained in this study indicate that overall all indicators of mathematical
resilience using The Norm Reference Value (NRV) are included in the MEDIUM category. Other
findings reveal that diligence, confidence and not giving up easily are the indicators most students
have, while curiosity and using various sources are indicators that are difficult for students to develop.
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